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Love album songs audio

There's no such thing as a good love song to get you in the mood for Valentine's Day. Talking about love is hard and singing about it is even harder. That's why we leave it to the experts to put all these chaotic feelings into possical words and beautifully packed melodies. Let Beyoncé, Lana, and chance to show you what
romance is really about with our list of the best modern love songs. Whether you're building a playlist for the evening with that special someone or planning a galentino brunch, these hits will definitely give you all the feelings. Have Some Love by Childish Gambino This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able
to find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information on your website. In his otherwise melancholy album Awaken My Love, this song from Childish Gambino stands out as an uplifting but groovy love song. All of Me by John Legend This content is imported from YouTube. You may be
able to find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information on your website. Not only are John Legend songs undeniably romantic, but they seem to have worked for him-on and Chrissy Teigen to have one of the most-loved marriages on the internet. R.E.M. by Ariana Grande This
content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information on your website. Grande's sweet voice, on the aptly named album Sweetener, gives a pop twist to the classic love-declaring ballad. Romeo and Juliet from The Killers This
content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information on your website. This cover of the Dire Straits song managed to eclipse the original in pop culture, and serves as a karaoke favorite. Make Me Feel by Janelle Monáe This content
is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information on your website. No heart-rending lyrics, no dark rumors-Janelle Monáe's Make Me Feel, from her much-celebrated album Dirty Computer, is all about a simple, sweet kind of love.



Lovesong by Adele This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information on your website. The strength and emotion behind her voice will make you fall in love with Adele by the end of this song. With You by Mariah Carey This
content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information on your website. So much of Carey's essential discography is devoted to declarations of love, so it's hard to choose one song for this list. That means there's a definite standout
with you. Love. by Kendrick Lamar ft. Zacari This content is imported from YouTube. You can also find the same content in format, or you may be able to find more information on your website. This isn't the kind of love song we'll be together forever. That's realistic, I want to be with you, you'll still love me if... melody –
and it's all the better for it. Blessing by chance rapper This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information on your website. The odds have emerged time and time again–whether declaring love for your fiancée or donating your
resources to a Chicago charity–that's the real deal. Which makes this confessional, an uplifting song, even more poignant, even if it's more about love based on faith than about the romantic variety. I Found You by Alabama Shakes This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in a
different format, or you may be able to find more information on your website. Modern country band Alabama Shakes has created an irresistible, thong ballad in I Found You. Nobody from Alicia Keys This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in a different format, or you may be
able to find more information on your website. This classic never disappears–it's practically embedded in our cultural understanding of what love is. And it's just as good every time you hit a game. Drunk in Love by Beyoncé ft Jay-Z This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in a
different format, or you may be able to find more information on your website. Leave it to our Queen Beyoncé to make a tune that is as good to dance as it is to listen alone in your room or belt in the shower. Perfect by Ed Sheeran This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in a
different format, or you may be able to find more information on your website. It didn't take long for Ed Sheeran to win the hearts of romantics, in no small part because of this time. Love on the Brain by Rihanna This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in a different format, or you
may be able to find more information on your website. Somewhere between hymn and lamentation, the R&B ballad Love on the Brain gets stuck in your head all too easily–and you won't be sad to be there. thinking Bout You by Frank Ocean This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same
content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information on your website. Frank Ocean is beloved precisely for this kind of song that mixes-the-moment beats with some irresistible, classic crooning. You've Got the Love from Florence and the Machine This content is imported from YouTube. You may be
able to find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information on your website. A surprisingly uplifting romantic ballad from oft-melancholic Florence and the Machine, You've Got Love is the kind of song to turn to way up when you hear it on the radio. Love by Lana del Rey This content is
imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information on your website. Love is not a life-affirming ode to picture-perfect romance-Lana del Rey's brand of music is more or less incompatible with that–but the song does connect with other
aspects of emotion so that you'll have to play it on repeat. Mystery of Love by Sufjan Stevens This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information on your website. To cut down on the Call Me By Your Name soundtrack, each
song would be too much to leak romance, and Mystery of Love does just that. Better by Khalid This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information on your website. Khalid is quick to make a name for himself with a smooth,
out-of-the-moment tune, and that's exactly what he comes up with better. Trip by Ella Mai This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information on your website. Listen to British musician Ella Mai about how love makes me
stumble on you, and it won't be long before you stumble on her. Lover from Taylor Swift This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information on your website. From Swift's latest album comes a romantic epic that is guaranteed
to make your heart flutter. Get someone you love because this song requires a slow dance. Señorita Sean Mendes and Camila Cabello This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information on your website. Make sure you
include this steamy duet in your Valentine's Day playlist. The catchy, Latin-inspired tune sung by real-life couple Sean Mendes and Camila Cabello is hard to ignore. This content is created and maintained by a third party and imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more
information about this and similar content piano.io 3 out of 50 What is it called love? (1955) 4 of 50 One In A Million (1956) This song by The Platters touches on love, destiny and heaven. If you dreamed of hearing about it live, Plates are still done today, though with new members. AMAZON ITUNES 5 of 50 Twelfth
Never (1957) The jazzy romantic song by Johnny Mathis, is a play on the phrase twelfth never, meaning a date in the future that never occurs. Hopefully your Valentine has a little more room to plan for you. AMAZON ITUNES 6 out of 50 Finally (1960) 7 of 50 Can't Help Falling In Love (1961) You've probably heard this
ballad times (it was covered with lots of other artists), but Elvis Presley's classic never gets old. It was actually the last song he performed before he died. AMAZON ITUNES 9 of 50 L-O-V-E (1965) This classic jazz song by Nat King Cole was such a hit that it recorded in various other languages, including Spanish and
Japanese. AMAZON ITUNES 10 of 50 Unchained Melody (1965) 11 of 50 God Knows Only (1966) From the Beach Boys' legendary album Pet Sounds comes this fragile, beautiful song that contains a refrain God knows only what I would be without you. AMAZON ITUNES 12 out of 50 All You Need Is Love (1967) It's
hard to pick just one of The Beatles who produced an incredible number of love songs in the 60s - And I Love Her and Love Me Do are a few other alternatives - but All You Need is Love Really Says Everything You Need to Know. AMAZON ITUNES 13 of 50 Crimson and Clover (1968) A tribute to love at first sight when
Tommy James and the Shondells proclaim: I barely know her, but I think I might love her, you really feel it. AMAZON ITUNES 14 of 50 Strangers (1970) Lyrics to this Kinks song include Chorus, We're Not Two, We're One, which is a popular song for weddings. AMAZON ITUNES 15 of 50 Your Song (1970) Elton John's
beloved pop song of the '70s is still thriving today - he played it live, as recently as the 2010 Grammy Awards, and actor Taron Egerton sang it in a keystage in John's biopic 2019, Rocketman.AMAZON ITUNES 17 of 50 She's Got a Way (1971) Although Billy Joel's Just the Way You Are Can Get More Attention This
song from Joel's first album has a more vulnerable falling-in-love feel to it. AMAZON ITUNES 18 of 50 Let's Stay Together (1972) This song is timeless, but legend has it that Al Green wrote lyrics to it in just 15 minutes. The recording took much longer, NPR reports, because Green wanted to use powerhouse vocals on
the track, and producer Willie Mitchell had to convince him to just let it leak out. AMAZON ITUNES 20 of 50 Wonderful Tonight (1977) 21 of 50 Heroes (1977) Here's for all the romances that make you feel like a hero, even if it's only for a day. AMAZON ITUNES 22 of 50 She Believes in Me (1979) In this heartfelt country
song, Kenny Rogers sings about not knowing why his loved ones have so much faith in him. For this and his dozens of other hits, the singer has been inducted into the Country Music Hall of Fame - a place that is no stranger to songs about love and heartbreak. AMAZON ITUNES 23 of 50 Keep on Loving You (1980)
This rock song about love and relationship failures is one of Speedwagon's greatest hits. It has been featured in movies, TV shows, and even commercials for Domino's Pizza! AMAZON ITUNES 24 of 50 Endless Love (1981) 25 of 50 You're The Inspiration (1984) 26 out of 50 I Just Called to Say I Love You (1984) Stevie
Wonder's affectionate ballad proves it's the little things in life that matter: Ode Quick Declarations of Love won both an Oscar and a Golden Globe for best original song for his appearance in the film Woman in Red with Gene Wilder.AMAZON ITUNES 27 of 50 Crazy for You (1985) Madonna is more known for songs
about frank sexuality than tender ballads (hello, Like a Virgin), but Crazy for You shows that material Girl's softer side is only talented than her showier persona. AMAZON ITUNES 28 of 50 Kiss (1986) A love song you can really groove, Prince offers a catchy ode to being open-minded when it comes to love. AMAZON
ITUNES 29 of 50 Just Like Heaven (1987) The Cure proved that goths could take a romantic page and write some of the mushiest, most beautiful lyrics ever recorded. AMAZON ITUNES 30 of 50 I Will Always Love You (1992) Well, that's technically a breakup song, but whether it's sung by Whitney Houston or Dolly
Parton, the part that everyone screams in karaoke puts firmly in the love song column (and we can all yadda-yadda the sad part). AMAZON ITUNESRELATED: Best '90s Songs of All Time
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